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About This Game

"It's a lesson we never seem to learn... time isn't meant for human manipulation."

Sam Acacius has received a horrifying message: the section of the Orion Torus where he lives, his only home, will be destroyed.
This information has been entrusted to him alone. With the identity of the messenger itself obscured, Sam must decide whether

the risks of investigation are worth it. What could a single person do to stop the inevitable?

To learn the answers behind this message, Sam must confront forces at the very core of society. Whether he succeeds or fails
depends on critical choices he'll have to make along the way.

Where will his journey lead him?

ABOUT
Orion is a visual novel, an interactive story that combines artwork, music, sound effects, and voice acting for all its characters.
Players will have the chance to influence the direction of the story, resulting in a variety of different endings. Aspects of time

travel, artificial intelligence, and virtual reality games are explored in each path.

This demo will show the prologue of the story before the different paths begin diverging.
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Ehhh.... I bought this game, and it's good, but not that great....
"It's pretty much a spin-off of Super Metroid," was my first thought. And I LOVE Super Metroid. (Except the first or second
one, never played it.) But when I played the first level, I was confused by the controls, then DIED because of the confusing
controls. Twice.
Also, as far as I can see, there are no checkpoints. I got pretty far, then died, expecting a nearby checkpoint.
IT PUT ME AT THE START.
If you hate doing repetive stuff, do not buy this game. If you're a proffesional gamer that likes Super Metroid, play it.. While I
only played the tutorial and first few minutes of the game, I have to say that was more than enough for me. The game itself
doesn't have much charm other than the artisitic cute design and it feels to be mostly for casual gamers and/or kids.

The levels are bit repetitive, I don't really see the appeal to different 'gods' from get go, and the humor aspect also wears out
pretty fast after first one or two rounds.

It's also way too easy.. Kind of dull, but I guess relaxing, the animation is not smooth enough for ME to call it beautiful, but if
you're looking for fun, this game is not your type... or my type unfortunately... I got bored pretty fast, just look at my hours
played.. Loving it, looking forward to more content.. An okayish twin-stick shooter. Like you play 3-4 levels, then you're like
"Okay" and remove the game. Nothing spectacular. Better than the average low-cost segment though. Gaben, add | ~ | button for
once!
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My child loved this game. Math has always been an area he struggled in and doing homework is always a pain. This game made
math fun. It includes practice with elementary level math such as multiplication, fractions, and number lines. Every problem has
a little story behind it and is often introduced with a video. My child really liked the water challenges where he got to catch fish
and direct his own boat. The Native American history lessons are also a plus. As a parent, would highly recommend.. Basic but a
fun little intro to VR shooters. It's like a roguelite version of Final Fantasy Mystic Quest! It's probably the easiest roguelite I'd
ever played for distinctly Mystic Quest-ish reasons. Stationary enemies that never attack first, extremely forgiving permanent
progression and loot mechanics and very generous loot quality. But very much like Mystic Quest, it's still a very satisfying game
thanks in large part to its presentation and energy. It has distinctive 16-bit style graphics and excellent sound and music design.
Everything you do feels visceral and satisfying thanks to the sound design and the music is sweeping and orchestral/epic. It's
very very easy -- almost too easy -- to anyone familiar with rogue genre games. But it's still fun and satisfying feeling. That you
make rapid progress compared to most roguelites also makes it a nice game for newbies to the genre. But even as a veteran, I
really appreciate its sense of style and simplicity.. Had fun up until the final boss fight, which is so broken It made me want to
never play this again. 4/10.. This game can be beaten in 11 minutes. Now, that's not necessarily a bad thing, the bad thing is that
the store page here emphasizes how there is a "unqiue story every time you play" and I don't really care, because none of my
choices felt like they mattered at the end. Maybe that's supposed to be some kind of artsy message, but that could of been done
in a way that sitll made it a good game.. The part where they fighteded waz relly intnse and i hed alotta fun wathing thissss
actshion pakked amzing siriz, 123456789/10 Wood watch aggeeennn. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u choppa. This is the best
Narrative I have played. I say played, because to me, it is a lite game. A game that you only control your perspective in time, but
your goal is still (even if unstated) to figure out what is going on. The real question is HOW TO PLAY it. You could follow the
Detective (Gustaf Gustav) from start to finish. You could follow your number one suspect. You could follow “the action”. You
could watch it from each characters’ Act 1 perspective before moving to Act 2. I would suggest you think about how you want
to explore the narrative before jumping in (there is little guidance on how might want to watch it from the game itself).

I’m looking forward to other stories told in this way, not just who-done-its.
. I like the music, and the idea itself isn't bad, but it's definitely not another Auditorium. I got bored before finishing it..
Mindnight is a game about deduction, strategic thinking, psychology, deception and the skill of lying and convincing others.

If you've ever played the party game Mafia (aka Werewolf, or its video game offshoot Town of Salem) or perhaps the card
game The Resistance, you'll feel right at home.

This game presents the core mechanics of The Resistance in an interesting cyperpunk setting with slick pixel art and solid
music. It also is very polished (unlike Town of Salem... >_> ), and the developers are working hard on bringing more content to
the game, including a voice chat system. They also are very open to feedback and suggestions, and active in their community.

The biggest weakness of this game is that, of course, being an online game, it needs a lively online community. However,
unfortunately for Mindnight, the community for this game is very small. You can't really just jump into the game and play, but
have to coordinate with other players of the game on the Discord server in order to set up even 5 (let alone 8!) players.

Despite that big issue, I do recommend getting this game. Mindnight deserves a healthy community to play this game. It really
does. And perhaps if more people are willing to give it a shot, we will be able to get a proper community playing this intriguing
game.
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